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Never refuse to reuse. It’s not possible to stop wastage entirely. Think before you bin! It 
saves natural resources and helps to reduce pollution.  

3Rs refers to three terms often used when talking about waste: Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle 

 

 

Reduce : cutting back on the amount of trash we make  

Reuse  : finding a new way to use trash so that we don't have to throw it out 

Recycle : using trash to remake new goods that can be sold again.  

 The 4 R's - 4 R's (Four R) Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover - 
www.waste.net.  

 The 4 R's provides an ecologically sound and environmentally friendly 
approach to minimizing and managing waste and waste streams. 

 



 

 

The Geo-Paper Tags indicates the location of Dust Bin 

 
Here the students of Grade IX A take this project in an innovative idea, to gain better 
knowledge about important 3R’s and find very best way to make their friends get to know 
about this.  Students themselves divided into 4 teams as  

 Logistics Team 
 Decomposer Team 
 Non-Biodegradable Team 
 Rediscover Team 

  



 

Logistics Team: The energetic students of this team, organized  to overview the 
entire possible outcome of other 3 teams. Ms.R. Rathisha acted wisely as a dynamic 
leader of this team. 

Decomposer Team: Ms. R.Gopika the enthusiastic leader of this team. This team analyzed 
the bio decomposable wastes we use daily inside our premises.   

Non-Biodegradable Team: Master. T.S.Hamsavardhan took the upper hand and actively 
took the part of captain of his team. The agenda of this team is to create awareness among 
his fellow schoolmates about the dangerous impact of non bio degradable waste that we 
use regularly. 

Rediscover Team: Ms. G.Sahana’s team, experimented over the non bio degradable wastes 
and found that few wastes can be recycled and few can be reused. Later they shared their 
views with peer mates.  

The Team Representatives are: 

Logistics Team 

1 R.Rathisha 5 S.Jayaraj 
2 J.Daksha 6 E.Tamil Baskar 
3 P.Sabarinathan 7 S.Kaviyasri 
4 S.Shiyam Sundar 8 J.Hariharan 

 

Decomposer 
Team 

1 R.Gopika 5 S.Kamalesh 
2 P.J.Renuthurgasree 6 L.Ragul 
3 S.Patrick  Henston 7 V.S.Vivina 
4 M.K.Abinash 8 J.Srinithi 

 

Non-
Biodegradable 
Team 

1 T.S.Hamsavardhan 5 P.Sharmila 
2 A.R,Diliban 6 S.monika 
3 P.Roopashwar 7 K.Abarnambika 
4 H.Rohit 8 E.Jananai 

 

Rediscovery 
Team 

1 G.Sahana 5 S.Nithya 
2 K.S.Yokesh 6 A.Vijay Rahul 
3 M.Vimoth 7 D.Ruthresh 
4 R.J.Swetha 8 M.Guhan 

 

Introduction given by Ms. Daksha about the project in overview. Ms. Kaviyasree holds an 
eco friendly dustbin made  of  cardboard which was a wonderful suggestion given by the 
students of  Logistics team. Master. J.Hariharan holds a school map which clearly tells the 
location of the dustbins to collect the decomposable(green), non decomposable( red) and 
recycled(blue) wastes 



              

 

Enthusiastic leader, Ms. R. Gopika  gave a brief explanation on the bio degradable materials 
we use and how to dispose them..... The list of the bio degradable materials inside our 
premises was shown in the placard held by Ms. J. Srinitthi.... The green colour dustbin is to 
dispose the bio degradable materials, Master M.K.Abinash showcases us.   

 
From this project, students  

 gain a great understanding and the need, how carefully to use all resources in that 
are not wasted and damaging to the environment for today and every tomorrow. 

 understand that they can personally play an important role in reducing plastic & 
increase recycling for a healthy environment. 

 get to know recycling involves a first-handcommitments to make the environment 
healthier 

 understand they cannot avoid producing waste, and will try to use multi useable 
products. And avoid using disposable or use and through (only use) products. 
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